The source of activity of every individual or group is to a great extent determined by the necessity of interaction with other individuals or groups (Afanasiev, 1990) , i.e. with the diversity of anthropological surroundings. This manifests itself in the participation of individuals in the organization of their ecosystems, including the ethnocultural and physical conditions of life (Sukharev, 1998) . Therefore it is possible to single out certain ecological aspects of perception of anthropological specificity of the surrounding population by an individual (group), leaning upon the definition of anthropoecology as a discipline, studying the laws of interaction between human communities and the system of natural, social and other factors, (Anthropological dictionary, 2004) as well as the coevolution of humans with their environment, in the process of adaptation (Lisseyev, 2001) . At the same time it is usually emphasized that the ecological approach is best of all realized on the base of the principle of reciprocity of development of an individual and the surrounding reality, on the perception of the objects of this reality (including other people) with due regard to the reasons for the preference and corresponding values orientation. This represents the subject of ecological psychology (Sergeyenko, 2002; Pavlenko, 2002) . In this context the relations between the individual and the environment (autoecology) as well as between the individual and a group (sinecology) are considered (Lisseyev, 2001) .
Introduction
The purpose of the present study is the analysis of the preferable variants of human appearance ("attractive" facial features) in different population samples (50/50 males and females). For the analysis of empirical data the following auxiliary statistical models were introduced: MRT-the actual frequency of the studied facial features in men ("men's real type"), fixed by the investigator; FRT-the actual frequency of the same features in women ("women's real type"); MPTF-the frequency of the same features in the "ideal sample" of women according to men's preferences; MPTM-the frequency of the same features in the "ideal sample" of men according to the men's preferences; FPTM-the frequency of the same features in the "ideal sample" of men according to women's preferences; FPTF-the frequency of the same features in the "ideal sample" of women according to women's preferences.
Materials and Methods
This approach was applied in the field investigation of several groups of Russians (Tver, Vologda, Ryazan, Kostroma, Stavropol, Respublic Marii El), Mari, Bashkirs, Chuvaches, Tatars, Komi, Mordovians, Hungarians, Lithuanians, Kalmyks, Chinese, and Arabs. The last two groups were students at Moscow universities. To carry out this study the method of anthropological standard scales was used (Haldeyeva, 2004) for the following features: eye and hair color (after Bunak,1941) , nose and lip form (standards introduced in Moscow University, Institute of Anthropology), lack or presence of epicanthus, and face outline (Poch,1970) .
The data were processed with multivariate statistical methods.
Results
The results are represented in the graphs (Figs. 1-6 ). From Fig. 1 (model MRT) it is obvious that the Russian groups are conglomerated in a common cluster, the Turkish and Finnish groups stand apart, and Lithuanians, Kalmyks, Chinese, and Arabs occupy isolated positions. The Hungarians are located within an intermediate area. The female samples (Fig. 2) are Figures 3-6 illustrate the anthropoaesthetic interrelations of the groups studied according to the models MPTM, MPTF, FPTM and FPTF. Graph 3 (MPTM) shows clearly visible clusters. In particular the Russian groups form an assemblage in accordance to the ethnic principle with the exception of a sample of Russians living in Mari El. The Finnish and Turkish samples are situated following linguistic classification. Apart from the above-mentioned assemblages are located the groups of Chinese and Kalmyks, who have specific bioanthropological characteristics. The graph presented above for the anthropoaesthetic model MPTM to a great extent repeats the pattern of intergroup variation of the real complex of anthropological features (MRT, Fig. 1 ). It means that in the process of description of the aesthetically preferable variant of men's appearance the preference depends greatly on the actual facial features of the male part of a given population.
The anthropoaesthetic model MPTF reflects the specific features of men's aesthetic preference of the female appearance (Fig. 4) . In this case clusters of Russian, Finnish and Turkish groups can be singled out too. The group of Tatars is localized close to the Arabs and, on the other hand, to the Chinese. Such positioning of the groups can testify to the contribution of different factors, both ethnocultural and bioanthropological, in the process of formation of anthropoaesthetic model MPTF. At the same time, the mutual position of groups in the model MPTF as a whole repeats the pattern in the "real" complexes MRT and FRT.
The relatively short distance between the samples of Arabs and Chinese can be interpreted as a consequence of environmental influences on the groups of the so-called "temporary migrants," in this case, foreign students living in Moscow. The position of the Kalmyk sample on the graph can be explained by the specific situation of this ethnic group in an area of constant and frequent inter-ethnic contacts.
The data on the model FPTM (men's ideal appearance according to female preference) are represented in Fig. 5 . As in the models described above, the Russian samples are assembled in a separated cluster, with the exception of Marii El Russians, which occupy a position apart. Finnish and Turkish groups form special clusters. On a larger scale, a common Russian-Finnish-Turkish area can be outlined, from which the cluster Kalmyk-Chinese, as well as the samples of Mari Russians, Lithuanians, Hungarians and Arabs are separated. In the taxonomic sense this model bears a close resemblance to the pattern of group positions in the model MPTM. In this case bioanthropological differentiation, illustrated by the separated position of the cluster KalmykChinese can be stated. The Russians are assembled in accordance to the ethnic principle . The clusters of Finnish and Turkish samples are formed according to linguistic subdivisions.
The data on the model FPTF (Fig. 6 ) reflect the pattern of the aesthetic preference of the female facial features by women. The specificity of this model consists in the central position of a compact cluster made up by the majority of the groups under investigation. One can see here Russian, FinnoUgric and Turkish samples with the exception of Tatars. A separated cluster is formed by the samples of Kalmyks and Chinese. A special position is occupied by a cluster of "TatarsArabs." The Lithuanians are situated in an independent locus . The tendency towards integration at the inter-ethnic level in this case reaches its maximum. It should be emphasized that in spite of specific features of individual models, it is safe to say that the correlation between the "ideal" and actual characteristics of the human face remains universal.
Discussion
The aesthetic notion of the preferable types of human appearance is formed in dependence on the environment, above all on the specific traits of the surrounding human community. The concept of the "beautiful face" is closely connected with actual features, peculiar to a given human community.
The whole complex of factors underlying the formation of anthropoaesthetic preference can be divided into two blocks: ethnocultural and bioanthropological. The evidence for the reality of the first type of factors is, above all, the anthropoaesthetic similarity of ethnically close groups. So the vast majority of Russian samples display similar types of aesthetic preference in spite of considerable geographic distances between them and notable differences in face features. Within the Finnish and Turkish assemblages the unity of the anthropoaesthetic type can be observed, too.
The bioanthropological factor of formation of the aesthetic preference of human appearance manifests itself in the resemblance of the preferable type of facial features to the actual one, spread in the given group, with the difference usually statistically insignificant. Another example of influence of the bioanthropological factor on formation of the aesthetic preference can be seen in the similarities between Chinese and Kalmyks. These two samples are, as a rule, situated on the graphs apart from other assemblages, close to each other due to the specificity of their appearance.
The influence of ethnic surroundings on the formation of anthropoaesthetic notions clearly manifests itself in cases when the representatives of some ethnic community turn out to be included in a different environment. So the sample of Russians living in the Marii El Republic deviates on the graphs from the main assemblage of Russian groups in many anthropoaesthetic parameters. The peculiar position of the samples of Arabs and Chinese (students at Moscow universities) in the model MPTF can be explained by the effect of an alien environment, which probably exerts an influence on the character of the perception of the human appearance.
In some cases other factors of the ethnic environment come to the fore. So it cannot be excluded that sometimes confessional factors are also of significance. This can be proved by the close position of the Tatar and Arab samples on the graph in the model FPTF. It is supposed that the ethnoconfessional factor manifests itself in the special position of the Lithuanian sample on the graphs.
So the influence of the environment on the formation of the aesthetic preference of the human appearance can mostly be explained by the effect of ethnocultural factors, although in some cases the bioanthropological factors have to be taken into account, too.
